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Hi, my name is Bruce Arthur of . Phone number  (absolutely no idea why
this information is "required" for a submission to be accepted, and i imagine summarily ignored, and i include it
under duress) and i'm writing to express my immense opposition to the proposed extension of the state of
emergency. I do not consent to a group of representatives (the govt) having this much (or any) control of my
life. I believe the grounds for claiming an emergency have been insufficient the whole time and I have been
absolutely disgusted by all levels of governance over the duration of this "pandemic". The only thing i want
from govt is suggestions and accurate reliable information so I can make up my own mind about decisions for
MY health. I honestly believe that what has gone on at a state and federal govt levels is criminal and should
attract appropriate jail times at least. 

The shameless use and collusion of the media to spread fear and innacurate or twisted information amounts
to abuse of the populace. On top of this, i have been treated as a pariah and locked out of the society that i
live in and pay for on account of my refusal to accept an experimental medical procedure that in the end is at
least ineffective if not dangerous. How does this align with vaccination guidelines? Watching friends lose their
careers and ability to keep food on the table while our govt overlooks legitimate safety concerns to achieve
their prized vax rates - disgraceful! 

As stated previously, i do not believe that representatives should have any power over the populace to begin
with. Govt should enable our lives, not constrict and constrain. I wholeheartedly oppose any extension to
"emergency" powers and frankly will be actively seeking any opportunity to ensure govt officials are held
accountable for the damage caused to their constituents lives. Bruce
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